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Average GPA rises over last decade, but
clear causes elude professors.
NOAH WEINMAN
STAFF WRITER

Since the 1980s, the
student body has grown
not only in size, but also
in mean grade point average, according to the Office of the Registrar.
While they did not
provide specific numbers,
the Office said the average, once in the range of
2.75, has risen to somewhere around 3.25. The
most common grade
given in recent years has
been B+.
“Average grades have
been going up,” Associate Professor of Mathematics Bob Milnikel
said. “That is sort of unambiguously there in the
data. Whether or not you
choose to characterize
that as inf lation is a very
loaded question.”
Grade inf lation refers
to distributing grades
higher than previously assigned for a given

performance level. Some
debate the term as well
as the causes, but all of
those asked did notice a
definite increasing trend.
“The arguments for
[grade inf lation] are fairly obvious: we want our
students to be competitive,” Milnikel said. “If
everyone else has rising
GPAs, we have to match.”
Generally,
students
with a higher GPA are
considered more likely to
get accepted into graduate programs and achieve
post-graduate
success
in the job market. The
“matching” that Milnikel
alluded to would be an
attempt by Kenyon professors to make sure their
students remain competitive with students from
other schools.
Or, students could be
improving. “It could be
that by holding to the
exact same standards we
page 4
always
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Admissions flaunts Green, but
some see strategy as limiting
GABE BRISON-TREZISE
NEWS EDITOR

Elise Shattuck ’14 didn’t say
anything to author John Green
’00 when he was standing behind her in line at the Bookstore
last November — not because she
failed to recognize the bestselling
author but, rather, because she
was “starstruck.”
“This guy is one of the main

reasons I ended up here, and he’s
right there buying a Gatorade.
Like, whoa,” Shattuck said.
Green was on campus to f ilm a
series of short, cheeky videos for
the Off ice of Admissions, whose
other promotional themes have
included the Harry Potter series
and Shakespeare. That Green
is both a Kenyon alumnus and
has a large young-adult fan base

makes him a “great emissary” for
the College, according to Dean
of Admissions and Financial Aid
Jennifer Delahunty.
Of Kenyon’s roughly 4,000
applicants last year, 275 hopeful students referenced Green in
their applications, mostly in the
supplemental portion, Delahunty
wrote in an email.
page 3
“In September, I was

Peircegiving promises gluttony New bleachers make
accessability a priority
SARAH LEHR
NEWS EDITOR

According to lore, the Pilgrims celebrated America’s
first Thanksgiving in 1621.
The date of Kenyon’s first
“Peircegiving” — a tradition
arguably just as illustrious as
that fateful Plymouth Rock
feast — remains unclear. AVI
Foodsystems worker Mary
Shaw says Peircegiving has
graced the campus for at least
26 years, since she started
working at Kenyon.
Peircegiving, an annual
meal prepared by AVI in anticipation of Thanksgiving, will
take place this evening from 5
to 8 p.m. Each year, AVI closes the servery and heaps traditional Thanksgiving fare on
the tables of the Great Hall.
Peircegiving distinguishes itself from any other Kenyon
dinner, in part, due to sheer
volume.

GRAYSON PONTI
STAFF WRITER
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Lisa Gatten scoops spaghetti squash in preparation for Peircegiving.
Shaw explained this year’s
meal will involve “just a lot of
turkeys,” eight cases of spaghetti squash and 400 pounds
of mashed potatoes. This reporter expressed incredulity
at such a monstrous amount
of spuds, but Shaw insisted

Peircegiving’s potato dishes
rarely make it to leftover status.
Lydia Shahan ’15 waxed enthusiastic about the mashed
potatoes, as well as about the
green bean casseroles of Peircegivings past. Shahan page 2

McBride Field left the
stone age behind this week
as construction began Monday on aluminum bleachers designed to replace their
concrete predecessors. The
new bleachers are scheduled
to be f inished by Feb. 15 —
the date of this season’s f irst
men’s lacrosse game.
The need for the replacement stemmed from safety issues and handicap accessibility. “Our insurance company
came out and did an inspection of the stands and the
company determined that the
stands didn’t meet any common stadium code at this
point,” Assistant Athletic Director Justin Newell said. “So
we presented that as a repair

and replacement to the senior
staff and got the money to get
the replacement of it.”
Director of Campus Planning and Construction Steve
Arnett said the slope at the
top of the stadium exceeds
what the Americans with Disabilities Act def ines as an accepted structure. “In some
cases, the handrails along the
front are coming loose. The
concrete is old. The rebar is
exposed at some points and is
starting to rot,” Arnett said.
“The condition is not going to
get better over time. It’s only
going to deteriorate.” The
Athletic Department put in a
request for repair and replacement last January.
The decision to use aluminum for the new bleachers instead of concrete was page 3
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NEWS

John Green ’00 on how students can pursue writing careers

What advice would you give to students who
are inspired by your work and wish to pursue similar creative vocations?
My advice: Network, but not aggressively.
SENIOR EDITOR: SAM COLT
EDITORS: GABE BRISON-TREZISE & SARAH LEHR Work hard on every opportunity you get, whether

it’s for the New Yorker or your own Tumblr. Turn
things in on time. Write for the audience you want
to have. Don’t be afraid to keep your day job. I still
have one, and probably always will. Read broadly,
as it is the only apprenticeship we have as writers.

Peirce preps for feast

News Briefs

Continued from Page 1

upped the event as a “resplendent, hectic, splendid feast.”
She urged Kenyon students to “surrender all expectation that it will be a short
meal. If you let the chaos get
to you, you’ll just be upset.”
Since the Great Hall
ends up being used for serving food rather than seating
and since Peircegiving is an
unusually popular meal, the
chaos stems from a mad rush
for a table.
“Second to my joy that
Peircegiving is coming is my
fear that I will not successfully stake out a place in line, or

a table, or that Peirce is going
to run out of chairs,” Kristen
Prevost ’15 said. “That is a
yearly struggle.”
Prevost typically arrives
for Peircegiving at 4:45 p.m.,
but this year she has a meeting that lasts until 5 p.m. “I’m
planning on sending agents
in to stake out tables prior to
my arrival,” she said.
Alex Andrew ’17 will try
a more laid-back tactic this
Peircegiving. “[Upperclassmen] told me not to show
up at four because … you can
show up at seven and there’ll
still be food.”
Andrew, in response to a
question about how he’s been

preparing for his first Peircegiving, said, “I don’t think I’ve
done anything.” The juniors
at his dinner table in Thomas
Hall clicked their tongues
and shook their heads at his
naïveté.
Claire Popovich ’15, who
plans to claim a table at 4
p.m. and to get in line for
food at 4:45 p.m., offered
round praise for Peircegiving.
“We should be really thankful for [it],” she said. “It’s what
makes Kenyon, Kenyon.”
Popovich had only one
suggestion for improvement. “They should have a
real [live] turkey just walking
around Peirce,” she said.

Village Record
Nov. 8 - Nov. 12

Nov. 8, 4:00 p.m. — Student driving College vehicle backed into a staff member vehicle. Both
vehicles sustained damage. No injuries.
Nov. 9, 2:09 a.m. — Injured, intoxicated student in a North Campus Apartment (NCA).
Transported to Knox Community Hospital (KCH) by squad.
Nov. 9, 6:10 a.m. — Recliner damaged in basement area of Old Kenyon Residence Hall.
Nov. 9, 6:35 p.m. — Fire alarm set off by cooking fire in NCA. No fire. Alarm reset.
Nov. 9, 7:32 p.m. — Student denied using illegal drugs in Hanna Residence Hall. Strong smell
coming from residence.
Nov. 9, 11:07 p.m. — Intoxicated student in Lewis Residence Hall. Transported to Knox
Community Hospital (KCH). Student cited for underage consumption by Knox County
Sheriff ’s Office (KCSO).
Nov. 9, 11:26 p.m. — Intoxicated student in Lewis. Transported to KCH. Student cited for
underage consumption by KCSO.
Nov. 10, 12:37 a.m. — Intoxicated student in Weaver Cottage. Assisted by Safety officers.
Nov. 10, 1:59 a.m. — Unknown individual(s) caused damage to window in Mather Residence
Hall.
Nov. 2:16 a.m. — Student(s) found to be using illegal drugs in residence in Mather. Items
confiscated. Tested positive. Items turned in to KCSO.
Nov. 10, 8:30 p.m. — While attempting to remove a deceased cat from a path, Safety officer
noticed bicycle tracks across stomach of animal. Safety officers properly disposed of deceasd
animal.
Nov. 11, 8:49 a.m. — Fraudulent parking decals discovered in North parking lots. Investigation
continuing.
Nov. 11, 10:27 a.m. — Adirondack chair damaged at Taft Apartments.
Nov. 12, 9:19 a.m. — Damage to the front panel of a soda machine in Hanna.
Nov. 12, 5:46 p.m. — Unauthorized entry into Kenyon Athletic Center by individual.  

Student Council
•
•
•
•

•

Sunday, Nov. 10

Council saw designs from the Campus Safety Committee for anti-vandalism posters.
Council discussed ideas for buttons to make members more visible and approachable.
Council heard from the Buildings and Grounds Committee about a request to outfit the
North Campus Apartments with toilet plungers, and plans for a trial run of new outdoor
garbage receptacles.
Council heard from the Business and Finance Committee (BFC) about their recommendations from the last supplemental budget hearing of the semester.
• The BFC recommended the full allocation for the Martial Arts Club’s equipment
request, Not For Sale’s request to bring speaker Theresa Flores to campus along with publicity materials, Renegade Theater’s request for props, Relay for Life’s request for supplies,
WKCO’s request for new recording studio equipment and the Ballroom Dance Club’s expenses for a competition in Columbus. Council unanimously approved these BFC recommendations. The BFC recommended Prevention and Intervention of Violence Advocates’
(PIVA) request be reduced to not include food, as stipulated by BFC bylaw, and to require
students to cover $40 of a $70 background check. Council approved the BFC recommendation.  Billy Shakes, Environmental Campus Organization (ECO) and the Cricket Club
did not present and were thus denied as per BFC bylaw.
Council then entered a closed session to discuss budgeting for Summer Sendoff.

Student Council meets at 4 p.m. most Sundays in Lower Peirce. Meetings last roughly an hour and
are open to the public.
-Graham Reid

Campus packs Great Hall to celebrate Pochter ’15
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Marc Bragin urged attendees to “make music with love and memory in our hearts.”
On Sunday, members of the Kenyon community gathered in Peirce Dining Hall for a
service remembering Andrew Driscoll Pochter ’15.  Pochter was killed in the midst of violent
protests  in Alexandria, Egypt on Friday, June 28. Pochter’s family was seated in the front of
the Great Hall while friends, alumni, faculty, staff and students representing all class years sat
behind in support.  President Sean Decatur delivered the welcoming remarks.
“We are brought here today … bound by our common desire, indeed need, to celebrate
the life of Andrew Pochter,” Decatur said. Although Decatur never had the chance to meet
Pochter, he “had heard a great deal” of a man who was “truly remarkable.”
Taylor Scult ’15 said she had found solace by writing letters to Pochter, one of which she
shared with the crowd. “I have to be entirely honest with you,” Scult read from her letter.  “I
am really, really angry, and frustrated, and confused, and heart-broken. I am having difficulty
finding peace in your death. … You should be here right now.”
Rebecca Varnell ’15 lived with Andrew in Hillel House last year. She, too, read from a
letter she wrote for Pochter. “I know tragedy is supposed to spawn creativity, but thinking
of you doesn’t make me want to create or destroy,” Varnell said. “I put the leaves back on the
trees to keep the seasons from changing, to keep Kenyon the way you left it.”
The largest group to pay tribute to Pochter was his fraternity, Alpha Delta Phi, whose
brothers sang their song “Xaipe.” Xaipe translates from Greek as “Hail,” in the context of
rejoicing. Scult spoke of Pochter’s relationship with his male friends.
“For the past two years,” she recited, “I’ve been able to witness the most extraordinary
friendships emerge between you and your … guy friends. The love you have for one another
exceeds any regular bromance.”
Adam Reed ’15, who helped compose a musical piece in Pochter’s honor, also read
remarks from Sarah Gold ’15, who was unable to attend because she is studying abroad. “I
remember when my pet fish died freshman year. [Pochter] found a shovel and helped me dig
a hole. Upon his excellent suggestion, we buried my pet fish out in the direction of Mecca,”
Gold wrote.
Hillel Director Marc Bragin brought the service to a close with a final benediction.
“When our loved ones, our friends, are gone, we … are left with the task of recomposing our
lives. But what we made within us enabled us to re-enter the gates of life and tomorrow’s
tasks,” he told a standing crowd.  “We know that Andrew is beside us, still, when we draw
upon the times we shared … to make music with love and memory in our hearts.”
— Alex Harrover

Despite certificates, elevators on the up-and-up

August 31, 2013. The date is unobtrusively located on the little-noticed Certificate of
Operation in the elevator located in Peirce Hall. Next to the date reads, “Certificate Expired
Date.”  
To the casual observer of Kenyon’s elevator inspection certificates, there might be reason
to fear the safety of many campus elevators. Currently, there are 22 in-use elevators on Kenyon property; some of these are accessible to general passengers and some are intended only
for freight. Nine of the elevators intended for passengers display outdated safety certifications, most of which expired this past summer in July or August.  
Luckily for Kenyon’s stair-averse, all the elevators are actually certified through June or
July of 2014. Kenyon’s elevator inspector, employed by the State of Ohio, stipulates that
Maintenance keep an original of all current elevator certifications on file and that Maintenance workers display a copy of every certification in the elevators themselves, but Maintenance neglected to hang up the current copies.
“It’s a big campus. There are a lot of little details,” Director of Facility Operations Greg
Widener said of the oversight. “No one is harmed by not having these [current certification
copies] in place.
“It’s something that should be followed through [on],” Widener acknowledged. “Ultimately the ownership of this lies in my department’s hands.”
The inspector responsible for checking the elevators came to campus on Tuesday, Nov.
12, and he is expected to finish his rounds sometime today.  He will likely stick Kenyon with
a minor infraction because of its failure to display up-to-date certification information in all
locations. This infraction will have no real consequences, as long as Maintenance swaps out
the outdated certificates for current ones within 30 days.
In short, while some students maintain that ghosts are a serious menace to Kenyon elevators, mechanical dangers are a non-issue. Current certification information for all Kenyon
elevators can be found on the Ohio Department of Commerce website.
— Sarah Lehr
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Unapologetic nerds eagerly antipicate John Green’s Feb. visit
Continued from Page 1

speaking in L.A. at a gathering of about 400 people
and when the slide of John
Green came up, there was
a gasp from the audience
and then applause. I asked,
‘Do we have some nerdfighters out there?’ and
there was more applause,”
Delahunty wrote, referring to the collective of
Green’s fans who, according to their website, “fight
to increase awesome and
decrease suck.”
“Clearly, he speaks to
so many young people,”
Delahunty added.
In an email, Green expressed gratitude for his
fans and for the enthusiasm generated by his work.
“When readers come up to
me at signings or in Chipotle or whatever, it’s a
genuine pleasure to meet
them and they’re always
really lovely,” he wrote.
A subset of those readers attend Kenyon and
tried to form a nerdfighters
club on campus two years
ago.
“We sort of met once
and were like, ‘Hey, let’s
be friends,’ and then people sort of formed friendships or didn’t, and that
was about it,” Kim Selwyn
’15 said.
“We entertained the
idea for a little bit more
and then just sort of let

VICTORIA UNGVARSKY | COLLEGIAN

Religious studies and English double major John Green ’00 penned The Fault in Our Stars, a number one New York Times bestseller.

it die,” Conor Dugan ’15
said. He added, however,
“I know that lots of other people here have read
John Green’s books, have
watched
VlogBrothers
videos and would consider
themselves nerdfighters.”
Green maintains an active social media presence
and produces, with his
brother Hank, the Vlogbrothers YouTube video
series, whose entries deal
with everything from
health care reform to The
Great Gatsby, have amassed
over 350 million views.
“It’s inspiring,” Dugan
said, “for some people to
see writers from Kenyon

going out and actually
making a living that way,
as well as making a living
doing creative content like
VlogBrothers.”
“I always wanted to
write, actually,” wrote
Green, who briefly pursued a career in the Episcopal ministry after graduating from Kenyon. “I just
never saw [writing] as a
realistic career goal. When
I was a senior at Kenyon,
I met briefly with [Professor Emeritus of English
Perry] Lentz during his office hours and he told me,
‘People think all you can
do with an English degree
is go to law school or be-

come an English professor.
But there are many opportunities out there you can’t
even imagine yet.’ That
proved true for me.”
Shattuck
said
she
viewed VlogBrothers as
empowering for brainier
teenagers: “I think that
it was really great to have
these two brothers talking
about how it’s good to be a
nerd and how you can use
that for good and not have
to feel weird about the fact
that maybe you don’t quite
fit in with what’s considered ‘normal.’”
She further attributed
her fandom of Green to
him being both “very ar-

New bleachers to use aluminum
Continued from Page 1

made, according to Newell, because “it’s a lot cheaper to use
aluminum than concrete and it
can be done in a shorter amount
of time so that we don’t interrupt playing seasons.” The new
bleachers will be manufactured
off site before they are installed.
In addition to the bleachers,
the walkway at the front of the
stadium will be elevated to improve accessibility by reducing
the total vertical distance from
the back to the front of the stadium. “If you start higher, there
won’t be as much of a fall from
the parking lot,” Arnett said.
“The idea is the back row here
will have 14 spaces for wheelchair access.”
Newell believes the new
bleachers will be a significant
improvement over the old ones.
“I think it will greatly increase
the experience of going to the
games,” he said. “One part of
it will have actual chair backs
rather than all bleachers, so
there’s an opportunity there to
have a better feel. Two, there’s
going to be bleachers that go
up next to the press box, giving more of an enclosed feel. So
when you’re entering the stadium it feels like you’re entering a

ticulate and very funny. …
Even though the primary
audience for his books is,
perhaps, young adults, he
doesn’t really talk down to
people.”
In light of Admissions’
increased utilization of
Green, however, Selwyn
questioned the efficacy of
relying too heavily on him.
“If that’s the only thing
Admissions is doing, that
feels worrying. John Green
is a part of Kenyon, but
Kenyon is a lot more than
just John Green,” she said.
Selwyn also suggested
that Green might not be an
effective tool for recruiting males. “There’s been
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stadium rather than just walking out into it. There will be a
more designated section for visitors that will separate visitors
and students a bit better. All
of it will provide a better true
game day experience.”
He also said while the College has not ruled out selling
season tickets in the future,
it has no plans to do so at the

moment.
Arnett agrees that the updated bleachers will benefit
the different athletic events on
campus. “It’s more of an event
if you have a nice environment,”
he said. “I think there will be
an excitement when we clean
this all up. When there’s a new
venue, everyone wants to check
it out.”

a huge push to make the
admissions material not
more accessible, but more
appealing, to male applicants,” she said, “which is
interesting when you consider the huge John Green
push, because I would
not consider his core demographic to be dudes;
I would consider it to be
young women.”
Green is scheduled to
return to campus on Feb.
10, when he will give a talk
in Rosse Hall.
“I remember, when I
was a freshman, there was
a senior who was like, ‘You
have to try and get John
Green to come to campus,’” Dugan said. “I was
like, ‘I’ll do it for you, I’ll
do it.’ I never did, but he’s
coming anyway.”
His visit, sponsored by
Faculty Lectureships, will
also come during a time
when he plans to cut back
on touring and travel.
“My kids are very
young and I don’t want
their childhood memories
to be of packed suitcases
and brief visits between
airports,” Green said.
“I think he’s one of
our most famous alumni,
at least at the moment,”
Shattuck said, “So I think
if you’re trying to get Kenyon out there, it’s definitely
a way, because people are
familiar with his work.”

College will replace
corroded Gallery roof
KELSEY OVERBEY
STAFF WRITER

Construction of the bleachers is slated to end as men’s lacrosse season begins.

3

It’s only been two years since
its opening, but already the
Gund Gallery is in need of serious renovations. Last July, the
College discovered a series of
mysterious white blotches on
the Gallery roof; closer investigation revealed corrosion in the
zinc panels that were used to
construct the roof. The splotches began to grow rapidly, and
the College determined the roof
would have to be replaced.
Chief Business Officer Mark
Kohlman is overseeing the roof
replacement project. According to Kohlman, the process
of replacing the roof began in
the fall. “Early in September is
when we put the ice and water
shield across the whole roof,” he
said.
The shield was installed in
an attempt to stop the already
severely damaged roof from
further corrosion. For the winter, however, the roof will need
to undergo another temporary
change. Kohlman says they plan
on “tearing off the existing roof
and putting on a temporary roof
that’s made of rubber.” Stron-

ger and more durable than just
the ice-and-water shield, this
temporary rubber roof should
sustain the Gallery until the
spring, when workers will be
able to install the permanent replacement.
As for the effect that the
construction will have on students and their use of the Gallery, Kohlman stated that the
roof maintenance project should
not interfere with access to the
Gallery itself.
The contractor has agreed to
put in the temporary roof free
of charge. “We’re still working
through all [the details],” Kohlman said, “but right now they’re
putting the temporary roof on at
their expense.”
With regards to planning for
the expenses of the permanent
roof, Kohlman said, “We don’t
anticipate [having to pay].”
Chair of the Student Council
Building and Grounds Committee David Hoyt ’14, who is
also the Collegian’s chief copy
editor, said he is “glad that they
noticed the issue before it got
any worse,” and feels “confident
that it will be fixed and that the
roof will function properly.”
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Veterans’ panel extols service

Professors recognize
grade inflation

KATIE GUYOT
STAFF WRITER

Thank you for your service.”
It’s a simple sentence — five
words, six syllables, a line so familiar that it flies off the tongue almost
instinctively every Nov. 11. But according to several of the attendees
at Monday night’s Veterans Day
panel in Philomathesian Lecture
Hall, saying “thanks” isn’t thanks
enough for the sacrifices made by
the nation’s veterans.
The event, sponsored by the
Center for the Study of American Democracy and organized
by Devon Beeny ’15, was the first
installment of what Beeny hopes
will become a longstanding tradition of Veterans Day discussions at
Kenyon.
“We celebrate Martin Luther
King Day, we celebrate Constitution Day, but we’ve never really
done anything for Veterans Day as
long as I’ve been here,” Beeny said.
“I think it would be a good thing to
start, just having these kind of discussions on a more regular basis.”
Ryan Stewart ’08, who served in
the U.S. Army between 2008 and
2012 as an armor officer, was the
panel’s moderator. Since returning to Gambier in July to take the
position of director of class giving
in the Office of Annual Giving,
Stewart has been working to form
a veterans’ group on campus as a resource for the College and for fellow veterans.
The panel included veterans
from a variety of military service
branches and groups on campus,
with Stewart from the Army, Kale
Barber ’16 from the Navy, Manager
of Facility Services Gary Sweeney
from the Marine Corps and Assistant Professor of Mathematics
Marie Snipes and Campus Safety
Supervisor Gregory von Freymann

Continued from Page 1

have, student GPAs are rising
as a result,” Milnikel said. “I
don’t know if anyone is going to
call that inflation. It’s just that a
stronger student body is going
to have stronger GPAs, though
it would be very very hard to do
any kind of objective measurement to tease apart why grades
have been going up.”
Other professors seem to
agree with the second hypothesis, also citing improved teaching as a factor.
“We now take pedagogy
more seriously than we used to,
acknowledging a diversity of
learning styles and the importance of participatory learning.
If this is right, we should expect
more students to do well,” John
Lysaker ’88, a professor of philosophy at Emory University,
said.
Professor of Political Science
Fred Baumann witnessed this
rise in his own grading, though
he doubts it may provide a competitive edge.
“Like any inflation, it gets
discounted. I think at a certain
point, trying to pull [grades]
back leads to the problem,” he
said. “That could make [students] arguably less competitive.”
For professors, there may
also be an incentive to make
sure their grades keep pace with
those doled out by their colleagues.
“The real competition that
operates is among the professors. You don’t want to be the
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The Veterans Day panel underscored the familial nature of military service.
from the Air Force.
“I come from a pretty big military family,” Snipes explained as
she opened her PowerPoint of pictures.
All panelists emphasized the
familial nature of military service
under the volunteer system. Snipes,
Barber and von Freymann, for example, each had two grandfathers
in the service, and Sweeney still
recalls the awe with which he beheld his father’s uniform before he
earned his own upon enlisting in
1966.
“Patriotism … for me was growing up understanding what my dad
went through,” Sweeney said.
Von Freymann said returning to
civilian society after experiencing
the “death and destruction” of the
Gulf War was a “culture shock.”
“I wanted to go back in,” he said.
Now, von Freymann offers
guidance to Kenyon students who
plan to join the armed forces.
Barber was the only current student on the panel and entered the
Navy directly after high school in
order to pay for Kenyon. The Post9/11 GI Bill paid for most but not

all of his education, and he thanks
the support he has received from
Kenyon for his ability to attend
the school today.
“Because of my financial
background, Kenyon’s amazing
financial aid covers the difference,” he said.
From the audience, President
Sean Decatur asked the panelists how Kenyon could do more
to support and connect with the
veteran community on campus.
“It’s programs like this [panel]
that I think will foster that plan,”
Sweeney replied.
Several audience members expressed disappointment with the
broader nation’s treatment of its
veterans, especially with regard
to the exploitation of veterans’ GI
Bill benefits by for-profit colleges.
Assistant Professor of Religious Studies Mary Suydam told
the group she would like to see
the civilian population do more
to support the women and men
who were honored on Monday’s
holiday.
“Saying thanks is wonderful,”
she said. “Let’s back it up.”

only one handing out C+ as a
good grade. We’re in competition
with each other for enrollments,”
Baumann said.
Beyond course enrollment
numbers, there seems to be even
more at stake, such as tenure.
“We take student evaluations
very seriously,” Milnikel, who formerly chaired the Tenure Promotion Committee, said. Ultimately,
the cause for such a rise in grades
remains unclear. While there may
be pressure on professors to give
higher grades, it also appears students are genuinely earning them.
“I do think junior professors are
often hesitant to give low grades,
or at least too many of them,” Lysaker said. “I have maintained the
same rubric and scale for about 15
years and it has allowed me to distinguish truly excellent work.”
There’s another problem with a
consistent rise in student grades:
the top of the scale is always going
to be an A+. “Everything gathers at the top,” Baumann said. “If
we could go above the scale to a
‘titanic’ or ‘colossal’ grade, then I
wouldn’t care, but we’re dealing
with a fixed scale. I feel like I’m
kind of jammed up.”
Baumann pointed out that by
bringing up the lowest grade usually given, one is left with fewer grades to differentiate with.
“When you do that, you’re discouraging people from really
working hard,” he said.
Several professors mentioned
this problem and offered possible
solutions, but none expressed a
sense of urgency.
“I don’t see this as a crisis in either direction,” Milnikel said.

ON THE RECORD
TIM SHUTT

PROFESSOR OF HUMANITIES
SARAH LEHR
NEWS EDITOR

Your grandfather went to Kenyon. Did he tell you stories?
Actually, I didn’t see him
much, so no he did not. But my
father told me stories. This is not
very edifying, but he told me stories about the winter and spring
weekend parties which were legendary back when Kenyon was
a small, rural, mostly Episcopal
school of only men. He regretted, in a way, not going to Kenyon
himself. [He] went to Denison
[University], if you could imagine
such a fact. He would have loved
to play football at Kenyon.
During your time at Kenyon,
what changes have been most
striking?
The continuities strike me
more than the changes: the commitment to teaching, the spirit of

the place, especially on the part of
the students whom I dearly love.
One change that I welcome is, on
the faculty side, it’s become more
pleasant and civil over the past few
years. Part of it was when Robert
Oden became president [in 1995]
he let it be known that he was
just not going to tolerate rudeness
on principle. Believe it or not, the
ideological wars are less toxic than
they once were.
What’s the most challenging
part of your work at Kenyon?
This is sad to say, but the biggest
challenge to me here is that, while
the students are a delight, I find it
difficult to deal with my colleagues.
This is at least as much my fault as
anyone else’s. I spend lots of time
with students and as little as possible in public faculty settings.
You’ve served as an announcer
at Kenyon swim meets for a num-

ber of years. Could you describe
your connection to the sport?
I was a swimmer myself, starting in third or fourth grade. In
[graduate] school, I was the distance coach for the University of
Virginia. I am a second-generation
swimmer. My mother was at least
as good as I am. I’ve been involved
with the sport for 55 years, which
is more than half the time it’s really
been a sport. Kenyon swimming
was good even in my time, when I
considered coming here.
In your opinion, what are a few
of the most memorable Kenyon
swimming moments?
Strangely enough, the most
memorable of all happened last
year. Ian Stewart-Bates [’13], anchoring a Kenyon relay in the national finals, outsplit everybody else
by more than a second in a 40-oddsecond event. I have seen one swim

that good in my life, and it won an
Olympic gold medal. Celia Oberholzer’s [’15] backstroke last year
was astonishing. Before that, the
best, which sent chills, was Pedro
Monteiro’s [’98] 200-meter butterfly [in 1995], which set a record
that lasted for almost 20 years.
You direct the Integrated Program in Humane Studies (IPHS)
How confident are you about the
future of the program?
Confident. From time to time,
some species go through genetic
bottlenecks and get very small.
Supposedly there were once about
six breeding cheetahs in the world
and then they recovered. I think
we’ve been through our bottleneck
and I think we’re going to do fine.
Do you think the College offers sufficient support for IPHS?
Yes, I do. It would be more difficult to say that about always, but

now, yes. Now there’s more sympathy and support, to some degree, because of different leadership.
You’re known around campus for the ghost stories you
tell at “Haunted Kenyon” tours.
How did this originate?
It was the idea of one of my
former students, who worked in
the Alumni Office. They were
looking for an event on the first
evening of alumni week to encourage people to leave the cocktail party at the president’s house.
How long have you been telling these stories?
Too long. I’m frankly tired of
them, but people like them. It
rather mystifies me why people
like them as much as they seem
to.
This interview has been edited
for length and clarity.
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PEIRCE LINE

QUEUE & A

Sometimes part of eating in Peirce is waiting in line —
 so why not let us
interview you? Here is what Sarah Frantz ’15 had to say.

What are you thinking
about right this instant?
I like peanut butter, just
peanut butter.

Justify your meal.
These apples don’t look
great. It’s not really apple
season anymore, so I need
to smother them in peanut
butter.

How was you day?
It was a lovely Tuesday.
Snow on the ground. Got
out of lab early.

Dedicated musicians bring decades of music to Knox
RACHEL DRAGOS
STAFF WRITER

With 48 consecutive seasons, the
Knox County Symphony has proven
itself to be the pinnacle of culture and
community within Knox County.
At the forefront of the lifelong
dedication of the symphony’s members is Professor of Music Ben Locke,
who is in his 30th season as the music
director of the orchestra.
Between the four most veteran
members — concertmaster Dina
Snow, principal violist and Adjunct
Professor of Harp and Piano Janet
Thompson, associate principal violist
and Professor Emeritus of Classics
Bill McCulloh and Locke himself
— there is over 100 years of dedication to the group.
“It’s one of those things I just can’t
imagine not doing,” Snow said. “It’s
kind of like a family … from the people we met when we first started to
some of the old professors who have
played and since passed away.”
Professor Emeritus of Music Paul
Schwartz started the orchestra in
1965 as a place for his daughter to
play the cello in a high-caliber artistic environment. Schwartz, who became Kenyon’s first full-time faculty
member in music in 1947, is credited
as the pioneer of the Department of
Music at Kenyon.
After Schwartz’s retirement, the
orchestra was under the direction of
a number of leaders. Locke took over
the direction of the orchestra in 1984,
when he began teaching at Kenyon.

CALLAN SCHACKOR | COLLEGIAN

Bill McCulloh, Dina Snow, Ben Locke, Bob Milnikel and Janet Thompson pose after last week’s children’s concert.
The orchestra, comprised of both
Kenyon students and community
members, plays four concerts a year.
A board, working in conjunction
with Locke, is responsible for the
scope and finances of the organization. Each year, the board presents
several fundraisers, the most famous
of which is the annual gala.
Thompson has played in the orchestra for 20 years, saying, “It keeps
you active, and you understand what
the students are going through when
you keep yourself active.”
McCulloh played for the orchestra when it first began in 1965 for 13
years. After his retirement in 1999, he
began to play with the group again.
“It’s the only time in the week
when I’m officially on campus. …
It’s been one of the important ways

of still being in the community,” McCulloh said.
Associate Professor of Mathematics Bob Milnikel has played the
clarinet in the orchestra for the last
nine years.
“It’s good to get to know students
in a different context … and let them
see the faculty as people who have
lives outside of the classroom — hobbies, interests, as well,” Milnikel said.
According to all of the veteran
members, the single most important
factor in keeping them coming back
year after year has been Locke’s direction.
McCulloh said, “In addition to
[Locke’s] musicianship, there are
two things, for me, that stand out:
one is his humanity and the other is
his humor.”

“As of late, we really wanted
to mobilize our numbers … and
do something huge,” Archon CoPresident Kristen Prevost ’15 said.
“By having an event like this, we
wanted to not only foster a sense
of community on campus, but also
with each other, because in such a
huge society, sometimes you don’t
always know everybody. Working
on an event like this brings us together and gives us the opportunity to bring the campus together in
a new way and raise money at the
same time.”
To raise money for the shelter,
the Archons charged students $1
per song. Additionally, $1 from
each purple drink sold at the VI
was given to the cause. The Archon Society raised $99.61 from
non-drink donations. The amount
of money raised by drink sales was
not available as of press time.
Knowlton, who spearheaded
the project, began planning for the
event three to four weeks in advance. First, she reserved the VI
and the karaoke machine. Next,
she contacted New Directions and
calculated how much money to
charge for songs. Then, she spoke
with VI employees about giving a

portion of the restaurant’s revenue
to the cause.
“Katie’s been really good with
taking the lead on it and pushing
herself to do more than people expected her to do,” Archon Katherine Adams ’16 said. “It’s hard to do
an all-group event when you really
need a leader to be a coordinator,
and she’s really taken on a lot and
been the person to make it happen.”
As the event began, Archons
circulated through the crowd, collecting donations and song orders.
Students could sign up either individually or as a group to sing any
selection from the “Teen Pack”
or “System” set of songs, which
together included hits by popular artists such as the Spice Girls,
Chris Brown, Beyoncé, Miley
Cyrus and Katy Perry, as well classics such as the Eagles, Elton John,
David Bowie and Neil Diamond.
Archon Co-President Mia Barnett ’15 considered the night a success and looks forward to planning
a similar event in the future.
“I think it went really well, and
we had a great turnout,” she said.
“There was always someone singing the entire night and from what

As for Locke himself, even after
30 years, his love for his job is still immediately evident.
“I surprise myself that I’m in my
30th season.” Locke said. “That’s always been in my personality, though.
It’s always been about determined
long, slow growth. I feel that that
makes the best opportunity for arts
to flourish.”
When Locke first began conducting the orchestra, much of the
local talent went untapped. About
half of the personnel were hired professionals, who came in just for concerts.
“About five or six years in, I
started to rethink that sort of thing,”
Locke said. “I got behind the idea
that we needed to invest our musical
focus and efforts into developing our

own musicians.”
Magic McBride, president of the
Board of the Knox County Symphony Association, reflected Locke’s vision for the Symphony.
“It’s getting better and better
every year,” McBride said. “It’s expanding in terms of its scope. It’s tremendous that it not only offers performance to the community, but so
many educational opportunities.”
Although she does not play in the
orchestra, McBride has served on the
Board for the last decade. She spent
four years as vice president and has
served as president for the last four
years.
“I can’t imagine a community
without it,” she said. “What would
all these musicians do?”
For Locke, the orchestra is a bit of
a dream come true.
“Sometimes it’s a moment of realization in myself,” Locke said, when
asked about his favorite part of the
job — a question he found difficult
to answer. “I think about growing up
on a farm near Toledo, and my parents, who loved classical music, and
they would play some of the great literature, like Rachmaninoff’s Piano
Concerto No. 2 … and here I am,
[what feels like] one day later, and
I’m playing this piece,” Locke said.
“I didn’t have to be director of the
[New York] Philharmonic in order to
play decent music and have it played
well enough for the audiences to pay
money and continue to support it. It’s
sort of a miracle.”

Students belt tunes for Archon karaoke benefit at VI

JULIA WALDOW
STAFF WRITER

Darkness falls on Gambier as
students swarm the Village Inn
(VI), whose interior buzzes with
conversation and music. Making
their way to the back of the room
and greeting friends along the way,
they journey to the stage to watch
and listen to their peers sing together.
The Archon Society, a community service-oriented Greek organization, hosted the VI’s first karaoke event to raise money for New
Directions, a women’s shelter, on
Saturday, Nov. 9.
Besides the appeal of karaoke,
the event also gave members the
chance to work together. Members
of the Archon Society must complete 18 hours of community service per semester.
“A lot of people in [the] Archon
Society had wanted to do karaoke
night for a long time,” Archon Katie Knowlton ’16 said. “So when we
were trying to figure out what service event we wanted to do all together, karaoke flew around a bit,
and everyone agreed that it would
be a fun thing to do, especially because no one’s ever done it before.”

CORA MARKOWITZ | COLLEGIAN

A group of friends sings and dances at the VI’s first-ever karaoke night.
I could tell, people were enjoying
themselves.”
Still, Barnett noted some challenges the group should address for
future events.
“I think we could have had a
better system for getting people
to sign up and pick their song,”
she said. “We were new to using this karaoke machine, and we
were learning how to use it while
we were putting on the event. I
think if we were to do this again,
hopefully we could streamline the

whole process.”
Despite these organizational problems, Prevost praised the
event for showcasing the Archon
Society’s leadership abilities.
“Everyone puts in a lot of work,
but not everyone sees that,” Prevost
said. “We have so many members
with such great leadership skills.
Everybody has proved themselves
in so many ways, and this [was] an
opportunity for everyone to take a
role and really see the product of
their efforts.”
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EDITORIAL

Good to be Green
but not too Green
This week, we reported on the Office of Admissions’ recruitment of popular author John
Green ’00 to appear prominently in the College’s
promotional materials for prospective students.
The article included the startling statistic that a
full 275 applicants to the class of 2017 mentioned
Green and his writing in their application essays.
Clearly, Green’s star power has the potential to
draw applicants like a nerdy magnet to Gambier,
and, to some degree, it is smart of Admissions to
tap this resource as they have done in the past with
other notable alumni.
But the College should not go overboard: Kenyon has plenty of strong suits to draw a wide variety of applicants. Using a somewhat successful
alumnus to lure nerdfighters is a clever marketing tool, but it furthers the popular perception of
Kenyon as solely a “writer’s college,” a view which
ultimately limits what the College can and should
be.
No one, least of all the Collegian, would dispute the quality of the English Department and
the College’s broad emphasis on close reading and
analytical writing. Students at Kenyon possess excellent writing skills, but they use them in a variety of fields outside of the English Department,
whether that is researching genetic mutations for
a biology course or outlining the history of jazz in
the United States for American Studies.
Likewise, Kenyon offers a rare chance for most
undergraduate students through its Summer Science Scholars Program, which gives students the
opportunity to work in a one-on-one setting with
faculty to create, develop and present their own
research projects in fields like biology, chemistry,
physics, neuroscience and anthropology.
Yet, despite all of this, it’s our English program
that remains the most marketable. For many, Kenyon is stereotyped as an “English” school, but the
truth of the matter is we have a number of other
reputable and distinguished majors and disciplines that better represent the student body.
Currently, Kenyon’s website features a dominant photograph of Green as part of a rotating
series of teasers. Follow the accompanying link,
and a YouTube video plays of Green explaining
why prospective students should choose Kenyon
as their home for the next four years. But where
is the teaser featuring Allison Janney ’82, who
played C.J. Cregg on television in The West Wing,
Carl Djerassi ’43, the father of modern day birth
control, or Tommy Vietor ’02 and Chris Brose
’00, who walk the corridors of power in real life?
Yes, Green provides Kenyon with a popular
culture hook, but by focusing on him solely, the
College may be selling itself short.

The Kenyon Collegian welcomes your opinions
@Kenyon_Opinions. Share your thoughts:
#QuickComplaints.
FOLLOW US
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Language should evolve to reflect current culture
PHOEBE CARTER
CONTRIBUTOR

“Balance and swing, hayfor-four and gypsy meltdown!” The caller walked us
through the moves as the familiar sounds of contra dancing filled the Gund Ballroom.
Stomping feet and the chuckles of sheepish new dancers
mingled with the ever-present whine of the fiddle, and a
sense of revelry filled the air.
But something had cast a
shadow. It was that troublesome word “gypsy,” a word
used in contra dances across
the country to identify a step
that involves circling with
your dance partner while
making eye contact but without actually touching.
The step is a favorite with
contra dance enthusiasts, but
someone in our sensitive Kenyon community was bothered by the derogatory undertones of the nomenclature
and asked the caller to please
discontinue the use of such
terminology.
My first thought was

“Come on, that’s just the
name of the step! Get over it.”
Then I thought again.
When it comes to words
with racial origins, one
could argue that they are just
words, after all, and in the
case of the gypsy meltdown,
they were not intended in a
derogatory manner. The uses
of these words have strayed
from having any real connection with the culture that
they, accurately or inaccurately, identify.
And yet it is this implicit
use of a culture to describe
something that doesn’t even
directly involve the culture itself that concerns me. By using these words flippantly, we
are taking a culture that has
been marginalized and continuing their marginalization
in our language, as though
they themselves are not relevant. For the people whose
histories are intertwined,
whether positively or negatively, with those words, they
are more than just words.
Language is constantly
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evolving. New words like
“bromance” and “affluenza”
become a part of our vocabulary, whether we like it or not,
so why can language not also
evolve to reflect a more sensitive — or at least more accurate — nomenclature when
it comes to words or phrases
like “gypsy” or “Eskimo sister”? Language ought to
evolve to reflect our current
consciousness. Using such
terms represents an outdated
understanding of other cultures, of who they are, and
how our vocabulary can be
unintentionally harmful.
Language exists for us to
communicate, and if the language we use is evocative of a
false stereotype, not only are
we causing unnecessary hurt,
but also we are not communicating as successfully as we
could be. When the words
we use conjure a false image
of a culture in the way that
“gypsy,” for many, is associated with the words “dirty”
and “thief,” and for others
with glorified images of free-

spirited musicians who roam
the countryside, we are not
using our gift of language to
its fullest potential.
Perhaps it would be overthe-top and absurd to try to
remove all potentially racially
suggestive words from one’s
vocabulary — no more “vandals,” “hooligans,” or “Indian
summers” — but we are the
force behind language, and
the way we choose to use it
creates the atmosphere in
which we live.
A word is not just a word
any more than you and I are
just people unattached to ancestry and history and the
context of the world. A word
carries with it weight and
gives responsibility to those
who speak it. Let us not take
our power of language lightly,
nor shirk the responsibility
that comes with it. Let us be
bold with our words and call
things as they truly are.
Phoebe Carter ’17 is a prospective international studies major
from Wilton, N.H. Her email address is carterp@kenyon.edu.
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Why be anonymous when
we know how to challenge?
CLAIRE BERMAN
CONTRIBUTOR

Raise your hand if you
have ever sent something
anonymously on the Internet. Except, don’t actually,
because I’m not talking to
you in person. You are reading a newspaper — probably
in Peirce — and if you just
start raising your hand, you’ll
look somewhat foolish. But
you were going to raise your
hand, weren’t you?
It twitched at your side,
even if you were not quite
proud of it. Okay, so, hypothetically raise your hand
if you’ve ever sent a work of
yours with your name attached, to a publication, Internet or otherwise. Looking
around at this hypothetical
group of hands, I’d say that
a lot more of you have sent
something anonymously.
I have taken enough psychology classes to know that
correlation does not imply
causation. That being said, I
would like to put forth this
unscientific hypothesis to
the world and under my own
name: the ability of our generation to speak with no obligation to put forward their
name to support their words
has led to a certain reluctance
to put our names to anything, leading to a decrease

in academic discourse and
conversation. I am not saying
anonymity is a new phenomenon. Benjamin Franklin’s
saucier works all appeared
with the 18th-century equivalent of a Tumblr URL. I’m
merely saying that in our Internet age, anonymity is omnipresent and almost always
an option, and usually the
easier one.
Why is it that we are
more comfortable expressing
our opinions in the comment
section of Thrill articles or on
Kenyon Confessions than in
a letter to the editor? Because
we don’t have to take responsibility for what we say in a
Kenyon Confession. People
may argue, but you have no
obligation to take up the pen
or the sword to defend what
you wrote.
You never even have to
acknowledge that you wrote
it. Your opinion is open to
the void, soon forgotten and
off your conscience. But if
you are published in the Collegian, you will be responsible
for what you say. People can
accost you in the street over
poorly-written satires that,
once printed, can never be
changed and will live on forever in a non-acidic box in
the Greenslade Special Collections and Archives. The

permanence of printed words
is so frightening that even I
usually stick to the blogosphere.
There is room for anonymity in this world; but,
isn’t the point of a liberal
arts education to challenge
old ways and formulate new
ideas? How are we supposed
to share and concretely explain what we’ve learned if
we are too afraid to put our
names to these words? I don’t
understand how students at a
school that broadens our horizons so exponentially can
be content to merely add a
few tags to a Tumblr post or
write without grammar on
some Internet article. When
we should be passionately
sharing, we snidely whisper.
By masking our identities,
we breed complacency when
we are literally being trained
to try to challenge the status
quo.
Someone will probably
find something problematic
about this article. What I
hope is that such disagreement can spawn positive
discussion with ideas people are proud to put their
names behind.
Claire Berman ’16 is a
history major from Buffalo Grove, Ill. Her email is
bermanc@kenyon.edu.

ETHICAL MINDS
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TWO-TIMING

Dear Ethical Minds,
A friend of mine who graduated from Kenyon last year (let’s call
him Abe) recently came back to visit. While here, he stayed with
another friend of mine (let’s call her Bridget), with whom he had
been romantically involved last year. No surprise: they hooked up
and have been texting regularly since then. Surprise: I happen to
know that Abe is in a relationship. Do I tell Bridget?
					Signed,
					Friend of the Philandered
Dear Friend of the Philandered,
Variations of this situation are bound to play out on any college campus
(and probably in the real world as well, though we don’t know much about
that), and reluctant friends often get pulled into drama.
There are a number of unknown variables that could alter the course of
action you should take, but most likely yes, you should tell Bridget.
First of all, you’d better think long and hard about what exactly you know
about this situation before you tell Bridget a single thing.
Is Abe def initely in a relationship, or did you get this information from a
second-hand source who saw a picture of him with some girl on Facebook?
In that case, make sure it’s not his sister.
Is there a chance that Bridget already knows? No use rubbing salt in the
wound. Finally, you should consider the possibility that Abe is in an open
relationship and all the consorting parties know about each other.
In this case, if everyone consents to Abe’s (not-so-philandering) behavior, everything is above board and you needn’t take any action.
Assuming none of the above scenarios apply, prepare your words carefully, but please, for the sake of all involved, tell Bridget.
If this hook-up was a one-and-done deal or a regretted rekindling of romance, it might not be so necessary, but because of the continuing contact,
Bridget deserves full disclosure.
As a presumably innocent bystander (please, don’t tell us you’re Abe’s
new girlfriend), it is understandable that you may not want to get involved.
But failing to inform Bridget makes you complicit in Abe’s behavior and
keeps Bridget vulnerable to potential devastation when she eventually discovers the cold truth of Abe’s two-timing habits.
McKinley Sherrod ’14 and Lizzie Thoreson-Green ’14 accept ethical dilemmas posed by the campus. Submit your queries to kenyoncollegian@gmail.com

THINGS WE CAN’T DO

For open dialogue, a prideful mind should not be a closed one
MATTHEW ELEY
CONTRIBUTOR

One of my more distasteful convictions is that I
may be wrong about a few
things. This might initially
seem a comforting thought
(and old business to some);
but then again, I may believe in a few things that
you do. I know with certainty that you and I could
easily find common ground
within moments of conversation. But I am fallible
and can trace these mutual
opinions to their headwaters in my own thoughts —
and thus, for the same reason I may be wrong about
a few things, you may be as
well.
My goal is not to offend
(for I would thus offend myself, and I am my most sensitive reader), but allude to a
more general problem that
seems to pervade academia.
There are occasionally those
who seem to think only
they are right and all others
wrong. This is disagreeable
to most everyone, and the
usual remedy is to get the
perpetrator to admit that
they are wrong and every-

“

But the difficult part about defending your
rights is that you must allow others repugnant
to you to have them.”

one else may be right. But
I think this breeds rancor
and quiet philosophers who
keep to themselves. I propose a new system; that we
might allow everyone speak
as though they are right.
The truth of the matter
is that there are many varieties of opinion here, and it
is these, sundry and serried
like a tin of sardines, that
make things edifying. But
things go afoul when one
sardine decides the others smell too much. It is
the collegiate equivalent of
botulism. There are some
things that are risky to say
on this campus which are
not intrinsically immoral,
and yet those who suggest
them are immediately subject to ad hominems and
social ostracization. There
can be little debate and
thought in such an environment, and if we find that
we leave college with exactly the same mind as we
had as first years, it should

have been a very poor use of
money indeed.
Academia is an odd
place, where differing views
go to clash tirelessly, and to
facilitate this, we must have
a strange mix of audacity
and humility. I am not saying we ought to go about
self-effacing and glumly
proclaiming we are wrong.
I think we should be as bold
and firm in our convictions
as before, but refrain from
proclaiming offense and
requesting censure when
an opposing view is equally
voluble. To believe that you
could be wrong is, in application, being content in
the fact others think themselves as right as you do.
This is a tolerable pill until swallowed, for there are
some opinions we should all
rather not hear. But the difficult part about defending
your rights is that you must
allow others repugnant to
you to have them. Certitude, unlike truth, is not

a mutually exclusive commodity — two disagreeing
parties should fight to the
rhetorical death, and a suitable arena is one purpose
of academia. If our goal is
persuasion, let it be on the
grounds of our beliefs being
better rather than those of
our opponents’ being worse.
I for one do not trust a
man who does not think
himself right in his opinions for the same reason
I do not trust a man who
thinks no one else can be
right. It is the same sort of
irrationality. If you are fortunate enough to find one
who disagrees with you, do
not clamor for their shutting up — let them be a foil
and a sounding board, and
perhaps one of you will end
up a convert. Dialogue is a
gamble, for every time we
step out of the front door
of our brains, we risk running into an idea not only
contrary to all we hold dear,
but more attractive. It is the
sort adventurous intellectual tomfoolery we liberals
are known for.
A liberal thinker is one
who maintains firm opin-

ions while entertaining all
others for evaluation, and
there are many thoughts
to put in our respective
pipes and smoke here in
Gambier. If a new blend
of thought comes into our
midst and we find them initially disagreeable, let them
stay and speak anyway. If
they are truly wrong, we
should be in no fear of being converted. If they are
truly right, we should be
fearful of missing an opportunity for improvement.
I would rather an upstart
tell me that I do not exist
than for that upstart to be
shushed.
It is a narrow line between
open-mindedness
and
empty-headedness,
and virtue lies somewhere
in the middle. “The object
of opening the mind, as
of opening the mouth, is
to shut it again on something solid,” G.K. Chesterton tells us. And I am for
the closing of minds upon
good and well-ruminated
thought. But I do not think
we would like to eat anything made by chefs who
believe the dish to possibly

be good with a good chance
of being bad. Let our voices
be raised, not because we
wish others to go unheard
but because we believe have
something to say.
Some maintain that to
be seriously considered a
philosopher, you must be
capable of rigorous, perhaps even scientific analysis. I maintain that you
must love wisdom. By this
definition I think we are
all philosophers, if we are
in earnest in the chase of
truth. I believe there to be
an objective truth, but we
will have far better chances
finding it (or its lack) with
minds going in different
directions in search. There
is little time, then, to spend
it telling others they are
going the wrong way. Let
each go his own way, and
we will see who lives most
well. It is the pursuit of a
life well lived that brought
us all to this hilltop in the
first place.
Matthew Eley ’15, of
Howard, Ohio, is an English
major with an IPHS concentration. His email address is
eleym@kenyon.edu.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
NOV. 16 | 8 P.M.

NOV. 17 | 7 P.M.

NOV. 18 | 4 P.M.

NOV. 20 | 7:30 P.M.

production

musical performance

art career talk

musical performance

KENYON COLLEGE
OPERA WORKSHOP

CLARINET ENSEMBLE
FALL CONCERT

JAMYE JAMISON,
ART CONSERVATOR

PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE

BRANDI RECITAL HALL

BRANDI RECITAL HALL

GUND GALLERY THEATER

ROSSE HALL

FALL CONCERT

Cancelled Cabaret a worthy replacement for Pippin
PHOEBE CARTER
STAFF WRITER

Even though “Cancelled”
signs lined its doors, in-theknow queues formed around
the Black Box Theater last
weekend. The occasion was
Brave Potato Productions’ musical theater cabaret, entitled
Cancelled because it was produced after a planned production of Pippin was called off
due to issues obtaining rights.
Director Hannah Foerschler
’15 and choreographer Rosie
Ouellet ’15 put together a clever production with engaging
physicality, showcasing new
and veteran talents of Kenyon’s student body and a strong
ensemble across the board.
Though it did not stand up as
replacement for Pippin, it was
a night of delight and whimsy
for the small but lively audiences who attended.
The cabaret opened appropriately with the company
singing “Magic To Do” from
Pippin. The performers presented themselves right off the
bat as a strong ensemble whose
solid vocals and commanding
stage presence more than filled
the small venue. The song was
all too soon interrupted by
Foerschler’s announcement to

the cast that they had lost the
rights to Pippin and would not
be able to perform it, and then
went on to try to revive fallen
spirits with “Whistle A Happy Tune” from The King and I.
The song was sweet, though
a little lackluster, and did not
seem to fit quite comfortably
with Foerschler’s voice.
Morgan Harden ’17 burst
onto the stage with undeniable
charisma and strong vocals in
“Little Known Facts” from
You’re A Good Man, Charlie
Brown. Her humerous delivery and bold facial expressions
gave a taste of what we have to
look forward to in the next four
years from this first year.
Lauren Melville ’17 gave a
solemn turn to the cabaret with
“Once Upon A Dream” from
Jekyll & Hyde. Elana Spivack
’17 followed suit with another
serious number, “Send In the
Clowns” from A Little Night
Music. The lights faded on her
suppressed sobs leaving the audience hesitant to applaud. The
rest of the company entered in
perfect comedic timing to save
the day by reminding her, with
a number from Avenue Q, that
“There is Life Outside Your
Apartment,” in which Gibson
Oakley ’16 made an appear-

THE TRIALS OF BRAVE
POTATO

KRISTEN HUFFMAN | COLLEGIAN

Gibson Oakley ’16 wore a blue satin dress and pearls in his performances in Cancelled.
ance in drag, much to the audience’s delight. The show began
to gain in speed and energy.
Oakley, still in his elegant
blue satin dress and pearls,
went on to perform “I Am
What I Am” as Albin from La
Cage aux Folles to thunderous
applause. Peter Birren ’15 gave
a committed and delightfully
neurotic performance of “Betrayed.” J.P. McElyea ’14 provided additional comic relief
on two occasions, once with
Taylor Sweeney ’15 and Birren in “Big-Ass Rock” from
The Full Monty and again as

part of the comedic duo, along
with Stuart Giles ’14, that performed “To Life” from Fiddler
on the Roof. What they lacked
in vocal perfection they more
than made up for with comedy.
Henry Quillian ’17 gave a
nuanced performance of “I’ve
Grown Accustomed to Her
Face” from My Fair Lady. This
provided context for Aislinn
McKeown ’16’s heart-wrenching rendition of “How Could
I Ever Know” from The Secret
Garden.
But it was arguably Sweeney who stole the show with

the penultimate number of the
event, as Pippin singing “Corner of the Sky.” He showcased
an impressive vocal, emotional
and dynamic range. For some,
this may have been the Pippin
fix they needed, but for most
it just showed what was lost
when the musical was cancelled. Sweeney had been cast
in the title role.
For their finale, the company performed Avenue Q’s “For
Now.” The finale was an excellent choice, leaving the audience humming as they filed
out of the theater.

Brave Potato Productions
faced two cancelled projects this
semester. Pippin, which would
have opened last weekend, was
cancelled due to a mix-up with
the rights to the production.
Two rehearsals into the show,
the student-run theatre group
was contacted by Musical Theatre International (MTI), which
owns the rights, with the news
that all rights for Pippin for the
remainder of 2013 and 2014 had
been bought by the upcoming
U.S. national tour. The rights
were listed as available on MTI’s
website when Brave Potato decided to produce the musical.
Director Luke Kresslein ’15
said they were at least fortunate that they were not far into
rehearsals when the show was
cancelled so that the actors had
not devoted more than a couple
of days to the production.
Brave Potato Extreme Theatre Week was set for Oct. 28
– Nov. 2, in which a series of
one-act plays were to be written,
staged, designed and produced
in the course of the week. The
project was cancelled due to a
lack of interest.

Carl Phillips stuns with poignant poetry Shrew eschews stereotypes
PAIGE SHERMIS
A&E EDITOR

VICTORIA UNGVARSKY
STAFF WRITER

Even before keynote speaker
Carl Phillips arrived, as the audience packed itself into the Community Foundation Theater in the
Gund Gallery last Saturday, they
sensed they were in for an incomparable event. Student ushers circulated packets of poetry, allowing the attendees to peruse and
preview Phillips’s work before his
speech at this year’s Kenyon Review Literary Festival. The Festival is a two-day extravaganza
to celebrate literary achievement
within the Kenyon community,
as well as to commemorate Carl
Phillips, the 2013 winner of the
Kenyon Review Award for Literary Achievement.
Phillips capped off a successful weekend at the Festival with
a speech that included bits of his
poetry for the Denham Sutcliffe
Memorial Lecture. The address
focused on finding direction in
life through writing.
“Writing is an attempt to
fashion a compass for life,” Phillips told the crowd. “Writers
speak from our own hauntedness
to the hauntedness of others.”
The overarching theme of directionality arose from the poems
he selected, which he titled “The
Compass,” “North,” “As A Blow,
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Phillips is currently a professor at Washington University in St. Louis.
From the West” and “Southern
Cross.” Phillips does not have a
poem for East – possibly, he confessed, because he is from the
East Coast and it is therefore the
most familiar to him. Instead,
he is interested in exploring the
unknown, the things he cannot understand. The metaphor of
the compass, which he centered
his speech around, explored how
mystery can still surround even
the sturdiest of mechanisms.
His poetry integrates this idea
in terms of human relationships,
which led into some of the most
poignant and graceful moments
in his speech.
Although Phillips’ reading

was full of beautiful language
and evocative imagery, a few moments distracted the audience
from enjoying the overall tone of
the reading. Because the poems
featured very human descriptions, Phillips used some sexual
imagery that felt rather discordant in comparison to the agility
of his other work.
That aside, the overall spirit of
the event was one of celebration.
Phillips was personal and personable, conversing readily with
community members at the signing following his show. Coupled
with the success of prior events,
Phillip’s keynote provided the
perfect cap to a fantastic festival.

This weekend, William Shakespeare’s play The Taming of the
Shrew will receive a makeover,
complete with gender-bending
and character tweaking, courtesy
of Jane Jongeward ’14. Jongeward,
who is directing the show as part
of her senior exercise, is a synoptic
major, studying Renaissance literature in performance.
“This play can easily be played
as a tragedy,” Jongeward said.
“The recent trend is to play it as a
comedy. I have seen several very
funny performances, but the ending always falls flat. I’m trying to
determine exactly what it takes to
make a happy Kate and Petruchio
[romance] believable. I am playing with gender: men play female
characters, and women play male
characters.”
Shrew is a comedy that centers
on the romantic trials of two very
different sisters, Katharina, or
Kate, and Bianca. Katharina, the
titular shrew, has a harsh temper
and refuses to consider marrying
any man, and sweet and soughtafter Bianca cannot marry until her
sister does.
Rosie Ouellet ’15 portrays Lucentio, one of Bianca’s suitors.
“[The show is] only different in
that I have to pretend to be a guy,”

Ouellet said. “We did some movement workshops in the rehearsal
process and I tend to drop my voice
a bit. Costuming was a bit more
difficult, but nothing about what I
actually do onstage is all that different from any other show I’ve
been in.”
Jongeward is manipulating more
than just gender, though, in Shakespeare’s play.
“I am trying to find the comedy and happy ending in the Kate
and Petruchio plot. I am finding
the not-so-happy in the Bianca
and Lucentio plot line,” Jongeward
said. “Petruchio never hits Kate [in
this staging]. This play is over 400
years old, so I’m sure each one of
these things has shown up in one
production or another.”
Jongeward said her staging of
the play comes from her desire to
examine the effect of cross-gender
casting on a play.
“How can a director use it to
shape the audience’s perceptions?
Shrew is the most gendered play
in the canon, so it was the obvious
choice,” Jongeward said. “It is certainly not my favorite play, or even
my favorite comedy, but it is a challenge. How do I make a relationship I’ve always found uncomfortable work? Is it even possible? I
really hope so, because my grade is
riding on it.”
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Opera Workshop celebrates Shakespeare’s canon
JULIA WALDOW
STAFF WRITER

Although students, professors and scholars widely celebrate William Shakespeare’s
rhyme schemes and vocabulary, the play wright’s contributions to the musical world
have not gone unnoticed.
In celebration of Shakespeare’s works, students from
the Kenyon College Opera
and Musical Theater Workshop will perform What Fools
These Mortals Be on Saturday,
Nov. 16 at 8 p.m. in Brandi
Recital Hall.
“It’s interesting how many
people connect with Shakespeare, how many famous musicians were inspired to write
music based off his plays and
how one play can inspire such
different music, especially …
pop operas compared to classical operas,” Mary Sturgis
’16 said.
According to Adjunct Instructor of Voice Jennifer
Marcellana, the performance
lacks a consistent storyline.
Rather, the presentation contains a motley array of scenes
taken from different shows
and operas that were inspired
by Shakespeare, such as A
Midsummer Night’s Dream,
Kiss Me Kate and All Shook
Up.
“You’re not staying in the
same character the entire
show, like you would in a musical or opera,” Conor Dugan

9

“

It’s interesting how many people connect with
Shakespeare, how many famous musicians were inspired to write music based off his plays and how one
play can inspire such different music.”
Mary Sturgis ’16

’15 said. “You do switch. You
have to be able to get in the
correct state of mind for a
particular scene and put away
whatever you were in the
scene before.”
Marcellana, who took the
workshop class while a student at Kenyon, took over the
role as teacher; she picked out
the musical selections prior to
course registration this August.
Once she found out who
was enrolled in the class and
what type of voices they had,
she could properly assign
parts for the production.
“If I have a scene that has
certain voice types, like a
baritone and a tenor and a soprano, I have to see if those
people audition for the class,”
Marcellana said. “So after I f igure out who’s in the
class, then I can look at the
music that I pick out and see
what would work based off of
whom we’ve got.”
The students, who take
part in more than one scene,
must deal with the challenges
of singing multiple songs in
various styles.
“Every so often you end up
with something a little out of

your range,” Dugan said. “In
a way, it’s probably a good
thing because [Marcellana] is
stretching our ranges by making us sing things we may not
be comfortable singing.”
Singing a variety of songs
is not the only challenge the
performers face. The opera
workshop students must additionally practice acting and
singing opera at the same
time in order to properly portray a certain scene.
“For me, acting is an extension of singing,” Sturgis said.
“They are totally intertwined
… I think that music has an
amazing power to change our
mood, and so if you can connect with that music, your
acting is going to be better,
and if you act well, your singing will sound better.”
The workshop, known colloquially to participants as
“op-shop,” meets twice a week
on Mondays and Thursdays.
First, students learn their
songs and then work on the
performance aspect. Some
participants, such as Sturgis,
also stage scenes, while Marcellana directs the rest.
“Usually, when I stage
something, it changes by the
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Gina Rickert ’14 and Conor Dugan ’15 act in a proposal scene.
time we’re done with it,” Marcellana said. “The students
will have ideas, or I’ll have
an idea that doesn’t work and
we’ll try something else. So it
sort of ends up being a collaboration, no matter what.”
Since participants come in
for certain periods of time depending on the call schedule,
they do not get to see everyone’s scenes until tech week.
“It’s the f irst chance for
us to see the entire show together and hear everyone’s
pieces,” Sturgis said. “For the
f irst part of tech week, we’re
running the scenes in order
without stopping. As tech
week moves on, we’re trying
to run the show f lawlessly. So

during the breaks in between
scenes, our emcees come out
and explain the scenes that
are going to come next. We’re
in costume, and we are doing
our backstage jobs.”
Even though students do
not see the entire show until tech week, the group
maintains a solid dynamic
throughout the process, according to Sturgis.
“There is this sense of
community,” she said. “We
all have to work as a team to
get this show up, even though
we’re all doing separate components. It’s like building a
Lego structure. We all have
to build it up together to
make it work.”

Annual Gund Show will Troupe’s one-act fest to debut
demonstrate eclectic talent
“
EMILY SAKAMOTO
A&E EDITOR

EMILY CARTER
STAFF WRITER

Gund Ballroom’s notorious “f ishbowl” will
be swimming with the
talents of many this
Thursday and Friday as
students display their
various artistic abilities in the annual Gund
Show.
A Kenyon tradition,
the Gund Show gives
a venue for students to
show the community
their talents outside of
the classroom.
Nicki
Krzeminski
’14, a dance and psychology double major,
is organizing the show
this year as part of her
senior exercise.
Krzeminski teaches
dance classes to children, mainly those of
professors and community members, and combines brain compatible
education with dance
education. “I decided
to work with children
for my [dance comps]

... I wanted to use [the
show] as a creative venue for the kids to be able
to dance in,” Krzeminski said.
Though
Krzeminski will be performing
with her students in the
Gund Show, the purpose of the event is also
to showcase Kenyon’s
wide array of artistic
talents.
“I’ve gotten a lot of
participation, which is
exciting,” Krzeminski
said. “Usually venues
around Kenyon are specif ic, like an a cappella
or dance concert. This
is going to be a big mix.”
Pankti Dalal ’17 is
one of the performers.
“I’ll be dancing a classical Indian piece in
the style called Odissi,
which is originally from
East India,” Dalal said.
“This classical Indian
dance form is over 2,000
years old and parts of
the piece are spoken in
Sanskrit.”

Evie Kennedy ’17 is
in two performances.
“First, I’m going to be
doing an Irish dance to
the song ‘Stereo Love,’”
Kennedy said. “I can’t
wait to show everyone
how cool … Irish dancing can be. Most people
think I jump around
like a leprechaun.”
Kennedy will also be
performing with Kenyon’s Dance Team. The
Gund Show will mark
the team’s debut this
year.
“We’ve been working
on a new dance since
September to a mix of
‘Bass Down Low’ and
‘Super Bass,’” Kennedy
said. “It’s a really great
dance because it incorporates all our personal
styles. Everyone in the
group contributed their
own choreography.”
The Gund Show will
take place in the Gund
Ballroom
of
Gund
Commons at 7 p.m. on
Nov. 14 and 15.

This weekend, Stage
Femmes will bring the
work of Kenyon actors, directors, faculty, and alums
together with their first Kenyon Alumni-Written One
Act Festival in the Black
Box Theater.
The Festival will feature
11 works written by Kenyon alumni and faculty
members, including Wendy
MacLeod ’81, former professor Meridith Friedman,
Will Arbery ’11, Matt
Crowley ’11, Patrick Shaw
’07, Japhet Balaban ’09, Julian Sheppard ’92, Grace
Gardner ’13 and Beth Hyland ’13.
Works include one-act
plays and two monologues,
all by persons now involved
with professional theatre
in their post-Kenyon lives.
Each work will be presented twice over the threeperformance run, so one
must attend two nights in
order to see all 11 works the
festival has to offer.
Actors in the performances were chosen by
each director. The student directors featured are

These are ... new plays which have never
been done anywhere else ... written by people
with connections and ties to the community.”
Stage Femmes Co-President Emma Miller ’15

Haleh Kanani ’16, Casey
Griffin ’14, Anna Yukevich ’16, Sydney Fishman
’14, Julia Greer ’15, Robbie Sellers ’14, Dyer Pierce
’14, Allie Lembo ’14, Kim
Zhang ’16, Foss Baldwin
’15 and Ryan Drake ’14.
Many of the actors and
directors have not been
heavily involved in Kenyon
theatre previously.
“[A new set of actors
and directors is] a really
good opportunity to see
new faces that haven’t been
involved in Kenyon theatre
before,” said Griffin, literary director and manager of
Stage Femmes.
Some directors are
working closely with the
playwrights, fostering a
bond between present and
past Kenyon students.
Using work produced by
past students and professors
provided an opportunity to
unite the stage and the craft
through a shared common
background. “This is a real-

ly exciting event for the Kenyon community, because
it represents us supporting
each other after we graduate,” Griffin said.
Stage Femmes co-president Emma Miller ’15
is excited about how the
weekend should turn out.
“These are [almost all]
new plays which have never
been done anywhere else,
and they were all written
by people with connections and ties to the community,” Miller wrote in
an email to the Collegian.
“Some people in the audience will know playwrights
who overlapped with their
time at Kenyon … which
I think is really unique and
incredible.”
Stage Femmes’ series of
one-act plays and monologues will open on Friday,
Nov. 15 at 6 p.m. The next
performance will be on
Saturday at 2 p.m., and the
final showcase will be Sunday evening at 8 p.m.
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“Wine for Whiskers” breeds funds for cat sterilization
Spay and Neuter Abandoned Cats and Kittens (SNACK) hosts wine and cheese benefit.
JULIE FRANCE
FEATURES EDITOR

Cats and wine go together. One only need look
at the Village Market classic, “cat wine” — wine in
cat-shaped bottles — or the
“Wine for Whiskers” fundraising event for Spay and
Neuter Abandoned Cats
and Kittens, Inc. (SNACK)
in Mount Vernon.
Held at WineStein Restaurant and Bar in Mount
Vernon last Saturday, Nov.
9, 31 people came to support the cause of spaying
and neutering abandoned
cats and kittens as a humane
alternative to control the cat
population. Guests enjoyed
five varieties of wine accompanied by gourmet cheeses.
Debbi Britton, who
serves on SNACK’s Board
of Directors, said, “I’m
loving it. It’s a good social
time.”
Attendee and Kenyon
alum Toni Metcalf ’09 added, “we are literally nipping
the problem in the bud.”
Or rather, SNACK is
snipping the problem in
the bud. The proceeds from
the event will go towards
paying the costs of spaying
and neutering cats that are
caught on SNACK’s trapneuter-return days.
A trap-neuter-return day
involves trapping stray or feral cats in an area in which
a resident has contacted
SNACK about the wild cat

problem. The cats are then
taken to be sterilized and
released back into the area.
SNACK works primarily
with a veterinary clinic in
Fredericktown and receives
a discount on the price of a
cat spay or neuter.
SNACK also takes cats
to Shelter Outreach Services, a low-cost spay/neuter
clinic in Columbus, which
charges about $55 for a spay
and about $40 for a neuter.
Rita Dallavalle, Sue
Horn, Greg Schumacher and Britton formed
SNACK in 2011. The invention of SNACK was a
result of the Knox County
Humane Society’s decision
in 2010 to start euthanizing
cats for population control.
“That’s something that
we could not support and
it was an ugly mess,” Dallavalle said. “We all volunteered to get into messes; we
just wanted them to be positive. It was just too draining, emotionally, to be involved in that.”
As a non-profit organization, SNACK has to find
creative ways to continue
the services it brings to the
community. So, on June 1,
SNACK, Inc. held its first
“Wine for Whiskers” fundraiser to test the waters.
“We found that with
most things we do, it’s best
to have a trial run and then
see how it goes and if people really like it, which ev-
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Visiting Assistant Professor of Anthropology Susanne Unger and Toni Metcalf ’09 represent Kenyon at SNACK’s benefit.
erybody really did, then we
go ahead and have a second
one,” Schumacher said.
The trial run did not go
to waste. On Saturday’s
event, SNACK raised more
than $1,750, compared to
the first event, which raised
$150.
“The only difference
this time around is the first
time we had crafts for sale,”
Schumacher said. “We had
door prizes and things like
that. This time, we [had] a
silent auction.”
The silent auction included treats such as Bath
& Body Works products,
tickets for tubing at Snow
Trails and a round of golf.
Yet these prizes were not

Senior Class Total:

20

Emma Sajsa ’14

the main appeal for attendees.
“This is a fundraiser for
not only the people who
came but also the volunteers … with trap-neuterreturn and low-cost spay
clinics there’s a lot of work
involved. Most all of our
volunteers enjoy that but
… it’s always fun to have
something that’s a real good
time for your volunteers,”
Schumacher said.
“It’s so much fun because
we all have the same mindset for this cause,” SNACK’s
Horn added.
SNACK’s members foster a passion for cats inside
and outside their involvement with the organization.

Junior Class Total:

“The number of cats I
own is in the double digits,”
Dallavalle said. “I’m not going to say anything else. It
could be anywhere from 10
to 99.”
Event attendee and Visiting Assistant Professor
of Anthropology Susanne
Unger joined the Kenyon
faculty this fall. For Unger,
SNACK was an ideal means
of exhibiting her love for
animals as well as connecting with her new home.
“I thought that this
would be a great way to be
involved in the community,”
Unger said.
The breeding of stray and
feral cats is not a problem
for cat lovers only.

“A lot of people don’t
realize how problematic a
large colony of stray and feral cats can be. It causes lots
of disease [and] wildlife like
raccoons to come into the
area since people leave out
food, and it’s also just a nuisance,” Metcalf said.
Though some people
may recognize the hazards
of stray and feral cat colonies and try to help, they often perpetuate the problem.
“People often feed stray
cats, take them in or just decide to bring a few cats to be
spayed or neutered. But that
doesn’t help the problem at
all,” Metcalf said. “SNACK
is solving the problem in
one fell swoop.”

Sophomore Class Total: First-Year Class Total:

25

18

26

Bennett Stephens ’15

Mira Netsky ’16

Maya Street-Sachs ’17

What is the name of Kenyon’s
previous athletic facility?

The Ernst Center

No response

The Ernst Center

Where are the Los Angeles
Dodgers originally from?

Brooklyn

Brooklyn

Brooklyn

Brooklyn

Brooklyn

What cities did the EU
designate as European
Capitals of Culture for
2013?

Marseille, France and
Košice, Slovakia

Paris

Copenhagen

Paris

Paris

Which party won the
Virginia governorship last
week?

Democratic

Democratic

Republican

Republican

Democratic

2

2

1

Weekly Scores

The Athletic Center

Old KAC

2
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SCOREBOARD
FOOTBALL

MEN’S SOCCER

NOV. 9

vs

COLLEGE OF
WOOSTER

GAMBIER, OHIO
L 14-24

at

OHIO WESLEYAN
UNIVERSITY

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
L 1-3

Field hockey drops NCAC title game
NOAH GURZENSKI
STAFF WRITER

The Kenyon field hockey team’s season came to an
end at the hands of DePauw
University in a 2-1 loss in the
North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) championship on Saturday, Nov. 9.
Saturday’s game, which
marked the farthest Kenyon advancement in the
NCAC tournament since
2007, started off grim for
the Ladies as No. 1-seeded
DePauw put themselves up
1-0 less than two minutes
into the match. Before the
first half came to a close, the
Tigers found the back of the
cage once again, making the
score 2-0 going into the second half of play.
“We just had to talk about
our game plan again,” Head
Coach Jacque DeMarco said
about her preparation of the
team for the second half.
“Remind them that they are
capable and that we can play
with them and that we can
score.”
And score they did. CoCaptain Maddie Breschi ’16
got Kenyon on the scoreboard with 30 minutes remaining in regulation, driving home a shot off of an
assist from Rachel Hall ’15’s
penalty corner to cut DePauw’s lead to one. With the
goal, Breschi increased her
season scoring total to 18,
breaking Kenyon’s singleseason goals record set in

ORU abruptly shut down,
leaving its previous members
without an organizing body for
the upcoming rugby season.
“Everyone in the ORU
got an email,” Kengmana
said. “Normally they start
sending out stuff mid-May.
We didn’t hear anything
until mid- to late-June saying that [the former commissioner] was resigning.”
That’s when McCleary
took matters into her own
hands and reorganized the
women’s league. Kengmana
followed suit on the men’s side.
“Me and this other guy,
Andrew Asgian, the president
of [rugby at] Baldwin-Wallace
[University] … were actually planning to kind of secede from the rugby union and
form our own league beforehand. And then we saw that it
was no longer a thing, so … I
did the same thing as Molly,”
Kengmana said. “We sent out

NOV. 9-10

at

STEEL CITY SHOWDOWN
TOURNAMENT

PITTSBURGH, PA
2-4 (W-L)

NOV. 9-10

MISSOURI LOVES
COMPANY TOURNAMENT
at

COLUMBIA, MO
2-6 (W-L)

THIS WEEK IN
KC ATHLETICS
Women’s rugby

COURTESY OF LINDA STRIGGO

The Ladies celebrate the record-breaking goal by Maddie Breschi ’16 in their loss to DePauw.
1988.Although Kenyon shut
out DePauw in the second
half, DePauw’s defense was
up to the task, holding Kenyon to three shots on goal
for the half in order to come
away with a 2-1 win, claiming their second consecutive
NCAC title.
Despite the loss, the Ladies finished their season
with an overall record of 13
wins and seven losses, making this their best season
since 2006.
In addition to this distinction, both Breschi and
Hall were recognized as the
NCAC Player of the Week
during the season. Breschi,
along with Alex Bair ’14
and Emmy Weiner ’16, rep-

resented Kenyon on the allNCAC tournament team
for their performances in the
conference tournament.
Looking back on the
season, Co-Captain Suzie
Gurzenda ’14 attributed the
close-knit nature of the team
as a primary source for the
Ladies’ success and commitment that took them to the
NCAC championship.
“The team was super wellcommitted,” Gurzenda said.
“It goes back to really looking out for each other and really wanting to be with each
other every moment of every
day, and every day in practice we wanted to be there,
wanted to be with each other. So I think that just culmi-

nated into really productive
practices and hence really
productive games and just
slowly, step-by-step, we had
a really productive season because of it.”
Whether looking at Kenyon’s overtime victory at
Wooster or its win over
Denison in the NCAC
semifinals, it is clear that the
program re-established itself
as an NCAC power this season, and DeMarco believes
Kenyon is capable of remaining in the top tier of the conference for seasons to come.
“We deserve to be in the
[NCAC] championship,”
DeMarco said. “And there’s
no reason at this point why
we shouldn’t be.”

an email to all the D-III teams
in Ohio saying, ‘We’re making a new league, let us know if
you want to join.’ The first step
was calling USA Rugby, and
then forming the schedule.”
Kengmana
said
organizing
the
playoffs
proved especially difficult.
“I had to coordinate with
the head of NSCRO, the National Small College Rugby
Organization, and set up the
regional tournament for the
Great Lakes region, which is
Michigan and Ohio; that doubles as our league’s playoffs,”
he said. “It’s a lot of phone
calls, a lot of emails. It’s a lot
of pushing buttons and being
diligent. It’s a lot of paperwork,
but it’s good to have in place.”
By taking charge, McCleary and Kengmana enabled the two Kenyon teams
and others around the region
to continue their seasons.
Both teams will pick up their
seasons again in the spring.

Continued from Page 12

“Maybe it was a lack of
focus, but I think we were
just unlucky,” Nate Petrou ’15 said. “We can definitely play with anyone and
that gives us a big boost.”
Despite the loss, the Lords
haven’t lost sight of the fact
that their season is not over yet.
“We’ve already started to look past the result
from OWU,” Carney said.
“Even though we haven’t
been achieving all of our
initial goals, at the same
time we are still playing.”
And that is all that counts,
especially for a team that has
achieved so much this season.
The Lords get to keep their
dream alive. The season is not
over. On Friday, Nov. 15 the
Lords will go to Wheaton, Ill.
to face No. 19 Ohio Northern
University in the first round
of NCAA tournament play.
And perhaps the most important goal is still on the line:
play through Thanksgiving.

Seniors lead rugby
Continued from Page 12

MEN’S ULTIMATE

WOMEN’S ULTIMATE

NOV. 9

Lords lose to OWU
Alistair Flynn ’14 pounced
on the rebound to tie the
game 1-1 before the half.
“Going into the second half we were like, we
got this,” Mitsuyama said.
Unfortunately, in the
second half the Lords began to slip against the Battling Bishops. An OWU
player collected a loose ball
from a corner kick and
chipped the ball into the net.
Two minutes after the
score, OWU added another goal off a quick turnover to seal the game at 3-1.
“It happens in soccer,” Grant Carney ’15 said.
“One goal can kill you.”
The Lords outshot the Battling Bishops 14-12, although
OWU had better chances.
For short bursts at the
end of the first half and in
the beginning of the second half, it looked like the
Lords would snatch a victory.

The Kenyon Women’s Rugby Club (KWRC)
placed second in the Mid-Atlantic region of the
National Small Colleges Rugby Organization
this weekend in Swarthmore, Pa. after beating
Virginia Military Institute (VMI) and losing to
Millersville University in the tournament f inal.
“We were really happy with how the weekend went,” KWRC President Molly McCleary
’14 said.
Although Kenyon routed VMI 46-10 in the
regional semif inal Nov. 9, McCleary said the
team was anxious before the game.
“We were nervous — I guess the expectation
of military schools is they’re gonna be in really
good shape,” she said. “They didn’t run around
us as much as we thought they were going to.”
Kenyon lost to Millersville University 40-5 in
the f inal the next day.
“We had a tough f irst half and fell back
35-nothing,” McCleary said. “Our team was
very disheartened when they got a couple of tries
early in the game.”
McCleary was proud that the team tied Millersville in the second half despite injuries sustained by Caroline Steele ’14, a player-coach,
and Megan Darnell ’14, who scored 132 of the
team’s 362 regular season points.
“Other people stepped up and were able to
bring it back in the second half,” McCleary said.
				— Ian Round

Volleyball

Kenyon’s volleyball team finished out its season
with two wins against the College of Wooster and
Oberlin College in the North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) Tournament — placing fifth in the
tournament and ending with an overall record of
4-23.
After losing to Hiram College 0-3 in the opening match, the Ladies moved to the loser’s bracket.
In their first game in the loser’s bracket against the
sixth-seeded Wooster, the Ladies cleaned up, winning their first and only straight-set win of the season, 3-0.
“Our defense played a really great game,” Head
Coach Katie Charles said. “[Wooster is] not a good
out-of-system team, so they made a ton of errors,
which is what we were shooting for.”
The Ladies’ final match against Oberlin was a
slog, but after five sets the Ladies came out on top
and clinched the win in the fifth set 15-13.
For anchoring the Ladies all year long, CoCaptain Sierra DeLeon ’14 earned a spot on the
All-NCAC second team, her third such postseason
award in her Kenyon career. She led the Ladies with
370 kills and ranked second in the conference by averaging 3.16 kills per set. A perennial force for the
Ladies, DeLeon has appeared in all 109 matches
during the four seasons she has played at Kenyon.
Her 1,026 career kills puts her fifth all-time in the
Kenyon volleyball record book. Additionally, her career attack percentage of .185 also places her fifth alltime at Kenyon.
“We know it was a great way to end the season,”
Charles said. “It’s just an indicator that [if we’d had]
a couple of breaks during the season [then] we’d have
a much different record. Every match we were competitive in, there were two point games, where we
[were] this close to over the top, and it came together
on the last day … this was definitely a season where
the girls learned they could compete with everybody.”
— Reed Dickerson

FIELD HOCKEY: Ladies place second in NCAC tournament, P. 11
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Lords
lose NCAC
title game

Rugby seniors take the helm
After the Ohio Rugby Union folded last summer, two Kenyon seniors stepped up.

ESTEBAN BACHELET
SPORTS ASSISTANT

Gutted. Frustrated. Hopeful. Angry. Disbelieving. Kenyon men’s soccer had reached an all-time high, their
first conference final, only to quickly
have it slip away and disappear.
The Ohio Wesleyan University
(OWU) Battling Bishops defeated the KenNCAA
yon Lords 3-1
BOUND
in the North
After a regular Coast
Athseason in which letic Conferthey went 14ence (NCAC)
4-3, the Lords
finals on Nov.
earned one of
9, prompting
15 at-large bids a mix of negato enter the
tive emotions.
NCAA DiviMemories from
sion III tourna- that cold Satment. They will urday night are
head to Whea- quickly
fadton, Ill. on
ing
though,
Friday, Nov. 15 with the Lords’
to face No. 19
earning an atOhio Northern large bid for
University.
their
second
NCAA tournament appearance in four years.
Kenyon set lofty locker room aspirations before the season. One goal
included beating teams like Denison University and Oberlin College,
teams that would get in the way of
the Lords’ bid to the NCAA tournament. The Lords also wanted to finish first in the NCAC and ultimately
win the conference tournament. Two
months after the start of the season,
on Oct. 16, the Lords defeated Denison 3-2 at home. Seven days after the
Denison game the Lords tied OWU,
the number one team in the country.
That result propelled the Lords to
second place in the NCAC, just two
points behind OWU. A pair of victories against Oberlin put Kenyon in
the final for the first time in the program’s history, but the Lords fell short
of winning their first conference title.
“We came out flying. We dominated the first half,” Rei Mitsuyama ’15 said of the first time
the Lords encountered the Battling Bishops this season, a game
that ended in a 1-1 tie. “This time
they were the ones who came out
very fast in the first 10 minutes.”
The defense fell flat on Saturday and allowed a ball into the box.
An unmanned OWU striker settled the ball past goalkeeper Sam
Clougher ’17 with relative ease.
The Lords pressed OWU and
turned the tide of the game, pushing numbers forward to equalize
the Battling Bishops and taking far
more corner kicks. After the OWU
goalkeeper
bobbled page 11
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Molly McCleary ’14 and Michael Kengmana ’14 took over as the commissioners of the respective leagues that men’s and women’s rugby play in.
REED DICKERSON
STAFF WRITER

When the Ohio Rugby Union
(ORU) disbanded over the summer, the organizing body that the
Kenyon Women’s Rugby Club
(KWRC) belongs to, club president
Molly McCleary ’14 took it upon
herself to reorganize the league.
“I sent out an email to the people
who had been in the Ohio women’s
north [rugby union], and said ‘let’s
just operate in our division this year.’
And I didn’t get any responses, and
I had almost given up until August
and then I finally started getting responses,” McCleary said. “I set a final
date for commitments, and then on
that day I just sat down and pulled up
everyone’s website; I planned out the
league schedule around everyone’s
ridiculous fall break. We’re smaller

“

than the men’s league, we’ve only got
six teams now, and I think it’ll go to
seven or eight in the fall, probably
more. So it was fairly easy to set it up.”
This past summer, McCleary and
Michael Kengmana ’14 stepped up as
commissioners for two entire leagues,
coordinating around a dozen schools
each. McCleary took over as the head
of the women’s Ohio Northern Rugby Union (ONRU) and Kengmana
is the commissioner for the newlyformed Ohio Small University Rugby
Premiership (OhSURP). In addition to taking over their respective

leagues, both McCleary and Kengmana are active on Kenyon’s squads;
McCleary is a four-year member of
KWRC and Kengmana plays the position of fly-half for the men’s team.
Until last summer, the ORU coordinated the various club rugby
teams around Ohio, but last year
it was combined with the rugby
leagues from Michigan into the
Great Lakes Conference, creating a bureaucratic nightmare.
“That was even worse than
the ORU was,” Kengmana said.
McCleary added, “It was pretty

poorly organized. The ORU was intended to organize a fall league match
schedule and then have a playoff.”
The ORU also struggled
with
administrative
matters.
“They were just late on everything,”
Kengmana
said.
“They charged $400 dues for
every team. They’d start asking
for stuff maybe around May or
June, forgetting the schedule.
And then you wouldn’t get the
schedule until August, and we
know after doing the stuff we
did over the summer that it only
takes a couple of hours to make a
schedule. And that’s really problematic for everyone, because
you have to book transportation, book refs, and that’s really not a lot of time to do that.”
Last summer, the page 11

“We need 11 people doing the
right thing at the right time.
We were one block away or one
catch away from scoring, and
we could have scored a lot more
points.”
The Lords defense played
an outstanding game. Going
into Saturday, the Fighting
Scots offense averaged almost
30 points per game, and Kenyon held them to 17 offensive
points. Five Lords finished
with double-digit tackles.
Kenyon’s offense scored two
touchdowns: a 41-yard run by
running back Brandon January
’15 and a 44-yard catch by fullback Blake Calcei ’16.

Kenyon has just one game
remaining, and it’s the biggest
one of all. The Lords will travel
to Granville, Ohio for a date
with archrival Denison University on Saturday, Nov. 16.
Kickoff is at 1 p.m.
The Lords, in a three-way
tie for fifth place in the conference, are one game behind
Denison and are looking to
pull even with their hated foe.
Mathematically
eliminated
from the playoff hunt, Kenyon
is also hoping to play spoiler to
Denison’s postseason chances,
as the Big Red is just one game
behind the College of Wooster
for third place in the confer-

ence.
The Lords are 24-38-2
against the Big Red in a gridiron rivalry that dates back to
1890. Kenyon last beat Denison
in 2005, a 45-42 victory at McBride Field. The last time the
Lords won in Granville, however, was back in 1988, when
they beat the Big Red 8-7.
“It’s one of the oldest rivalries in the country,” said offensive lineman Pat Brady ’14.
“We haven’t won in a while, but
I think it’s going to be a good
game. I think both teams might
have underperformed this year,
and I think it’s going to be exciting to play for pride.”

[When] we saw that [the league] was no longer a
thing ... I did the same thing as Molly. We sent out an
email to all the D-III teams in Ohio saying, ‘We’re
making a new league, let us know if you want to join.’ ”
Michael Kengmana ’14

Kenyon falls to Fighting Scots on Senior Day

RICHARD PERA
STAFF WRITER

In its home finale of the
2013 season, Kenyon football (4-5, 4-4 conference) fell
to the College of Wooster 2414. The Lords’ offense struggled throughout the afternoon.
Though winning time of possession, Kenyon went just 1-13
on third down, 1-3 on fourth
down and quarterback Jake
Bates ’15 threw a career-high
four interceptions. Bates’ third
pick was returned for a touchdown, and the Lords never recovered.
“It’s just the small things,”
said tight end Keith Jones ’14.

